
 
Understanding the Culminating Project: Reading & Writing That 
Matter 
 
You’ve been studying a community-based theme all term and have become more 
knowledgeable -- both your theme AND about persuasive writing.  The result? The writing 
has been really powerful so far.   
 
The final step?  To take your writing from a private forum shared within the class to a public 
forum.  Why is this the obvious final step?  Remember when we started the term with 
Adichie’s “The Danger of a Single Story”?  At the heart of her talk is the idea of the danger 
of ignorance and the need to be more deeply knowledgeable about our beliefs and our 
actions.  Adichie encourages us to share our multiple stories so that a single story (often told 
by the powerful about those with less power) does not prevail. 
 
Once we are a bit more knowledgeable about the things we hold dear, it is our responsibility 
to share our knowledge with others so that the stories that inform are true stories and 
complex stories reflecting the reality of complicated social issues (within our focus themes) 
facing us today. 
 
As a reminder, the themes are as follows: 

• Education 
• Animals 
• Arts & Culture 
• Families & Family Services 
• The Environment 
• Health & Wellness 
• Resource Abundance/Scarcity 
• Immigration & Global Citizenry 
• Technology 
• Your Neighborhood 
• PCC Campus Community 

 
This culminating assignment will take us a further into the research process and into 
developing essential research skills.  It will also allow you to make your research useful in 
informing your writing as you create a public piece of writing that is persuasive and 
meaningful even outside of the writing classroom.   
 
There are two main components of this culminating project work: 
 

1.  The Thematic Research Collection (based on a research question you 
develop within your theme)  

 
2.  Public Writing & Documentation (in l ieu of a research essay, you will  

write for a real public audience) 
 
Both the Thematic Research Collection and Public Writing will be posted to the same site 



where your Writer’s Bios are posted (Citizen Writers: 
www.citizenwriterspdx.wordpress.com). 
  

	  


